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Abstract 
In this thesis, we first set  up efficient schemes and their implementationsfor computations 
with large degree polynomials and large integers We present empirical (machine independ- 
ent) and actual (machlne dependent) performance results to show the significance of our  
implementations We then use the full power of our implementation schemes in certain large- 
scale computational studies for problems on elliptic curves, modular polynomials, irregular 
primes and Fermat and Mersenne numbers We obtain improved computational timings in 
comparison with certam other recent implementation studies on the above problems We also 
o b t u n  hitherto unreported irregular primes A highlight of our results is 
0 Refinements and tuning features for polynomial and integer arithmetic, for efficient 
handling of non-power of two degrees of polynomials and sizes of integers, empirical perform- 
ance measures based on operation counts and a demonstration of the close match of these 
figures with actual performance 
A implementation of the quadratic method with a deferred nonnalrratron approach is 
faster than the PAR1 [lo] implementation 
Squanng an tnteger of about 217000 bats The implementation reported in Crandall 
and Fagin 1221 using Cray-YMP O 2400 million integer operations per second (mantops) 
takes about 20 milliseconds Our  implementation of FFT-CRT method on IBM 590 O 12 
mintops takes about 600 milliseconds Thus our implementation is about seven times faster 
Cross-over pornt of the FFT based method wrth the quadratrc method T h e  scheme for 
integer multiplication of Crandall and Fagin [22] has the cross-over point with the quadratic 
method of about 5000 bits Our scheme has the cross-over point with quadratic method of 
about 4000 bits 
Computatron of the order of elltpttc curve E over a fintte field IFq We have 
implemented Schoof's algorithm for computation of #E(Fq) for q M loB0 on both serial and 
parallel platforms T h e  s e r ~ a l  implementation on IBM 590 machme takes about 9 hours o r  
45 mintops days T h e  parallel lmplementation on IBM CONVOY SP2 machine takes about 
3 hours 
Computatton of modular polynomrals The lmplementation reported by Muller 
[58] to  compute modular polynomial Gsas(X)  takes about 700 million instructions Our  
implementation of the algorithm takes about 400 million instructions 
0 Computatron of srregvlar prames p Buhler et a1 [15] have computed irregular 
primes, p < lo6 Our  implementation scheme can be used t o  compute Irregular primes, 
p < lo7 Using this scheme we have computed irregular primes for lo6 < p 5 2a2 The 
computation is going on We have found twelve irregular primes of index 5 and four irregular 
primes of index 6 In the above range 
Computatron wath Fermat and Mersenne numbers Implementation of Lucas- 
Lehmer primallty test for Mersenne prime Mlszots by Slowinski [76] using the Schonhage- 
Strassen fast integer multiplication scheme on Cray-XMP Q 800 mintops takes about 1 08 
hrs Our implementation of Lucas-Lehmer primality test for Mersenne prime M13a04e on 
IBM 590 Q 14 mintops takes about 12 hrs This implies our method is about five times 
faster We have verified the compositeness of known Fermat numbers F, for rn 5 18 and 
the primality of known Mersenne primes Mp for p 5 216091 
